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Cemcolori is the Dutch producer of
concrete stucco products for the interior

What makes Cemcolori PRONTO so unique:
 Ready to use.
 Apply in one layer.
 23 standard colors and 9 Trend 2020 colors.
 More even in color and rougher in texture than normal Cemcolori.

  

Ready-to-use 
single-layer concrete stucco 

for floor and wall PRONTO



www.cemcolori.com

PRONTO

Available in
23 Standard colors and
9 Trend 2020 colors!

Where can I get Cemcolori? 
Cemcolori is available through certified processors. These processors have been 
trained by Cemcolori in applying it. This way, we assure the right quality together 
with our processors.

Where can you find a Cemcolori processor in your area?
Send an email to info@cemcolori.com.
We will then put you in contact with certified Cemcolori processors
in your neighbourhood.

CEMCOLORI 
NEDERLAND B.V.
Manufacturer / Distributor Netherlands
Jan Poelsweg 20, 5813 BN Ysselsteyn (L)
The Netherlands

www.cemcolori.co.uk

Maintenance-friendly

The specially developed lacquer layer makes Cemcolori 

very maintenance-friendly. The specially developed main-

tenance line ensures that this maintenance-friendliness 

is preserved for a long time. The Cemcolori Cleaner is for 

daily cleaning work, and the Cemcolori Degreaser for tho-

rough cleaning work.

Where can I get it? 

Cemcolori is available through cer-

tified processors. These processors 

have been trained by Cemcolori in 

applying it. This way, we assure the 

right quality together with our pro-

cessors.

Cemcolori Nederland

Manufacturer / Distributor Netherlands
 

Agrobaan 4 

5813 EB  Ysselsteyn

The Netherlands
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Cemcolori  
België

Distributor Belgium

info@cemcolori.be
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Cemcolori  
Deutschland
Distributor Deutschland 
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Cemcolori Pronto:
single-layer concrete stucco 
for floor and wall

Cemcolori Pronto is immediately ready for processing on the 
floor, wall and furniture. Compared to the normal Cemcolori 
concrete stucco, Pronto‘s appearance is somewhat rougher in 
structure and a uniform color.

Cemcolori Pronto is available in 23 standard colors and 9 
Trend 2020 colors available. There is a suitable one for every 
interior. On request we are even able to offer Cemcolori 
Pronto based on all RAL and NCS colors. Please contact us for 
that.

We would like to put you in touch with specialized Cemcolori 
processors. They have the experience and knowledge to make 
your ideas a reality.


